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Abstract 
This paper analyses the proliferation of drug use and traffic by approaching a dynamic model that assumes a 
mutually reinforcing connection between these activities. The model predicts a solution that approaches the zero 
equilibrium without never reaching it if the actions aimed at reducing the use and traffic of drugs are more effective 
than this mutually reinforcing connection. If it is not the case, the model predicts a nonzero steady-state stable 
equilibrium, in which the total number of dealers and users can be affected by the effectiveness of curative policies 
and traffic repression. The model excludes the possibility of an equilibrium with the total population being users or 
dealers.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Illegal drugs, such as marijuana and cocaine, are frequently associated with criminality, 
traffic accidents, and misconduct1. The decisions to adhere to the traffic or to become a user are 
individual but there is a strong demonstration effect related to them, which motivates potential 
users and dealers to join these activities2

In this paper, we tackle this point by using a dynamic model of drug proliferation, where 
the main agents are dealers and users. We intend to show that by using a populational model that 

. The rising trend both in traffic and using is a major 
public concern everywhere and leads to the following question: will drug traffic and use continue 
to spread rapidly and uncontrollably, or will it level off eventually? 

1 In 1999 there were 19,102 deaths resulting from both legal and illegal drug-induced causes in the USA. [Health, 

United States: 2001]. The evidence of a strong connection between illicit drug use and a wide range of criminal 

activities overwhelms many economists, such as Rottenberg (1968), Holahan (1972), Moore (1973), Michaels 

(1987), Reuter, MacCoun and Murphy (1990), Lee (1993), Entorf and Winker (2001), and Jofre-Bonet and Sindelar 

(2002).  
2 In low-income communities, for instance, children and teenagers close to dealers are persuaded to take part of the 

traffic. The influence is made through threatens, dealer’s life style – generally well above of the average community 

– and the possibility of being part of a social group, which gives to the young a sense of status, power and respect. In 

the same vein, the social interaction also works in the user environment, where it takes place when friends of users 

are induced to participate in drug use parties, for instance. These people begin to feel part of the group, and become 

socially connected. 
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captures the mutually reinforcing connection between the activities of using and dealing we can 
provide new insights to understand the dynamics of drug proliferation. The mutually reinforcing 
connection between the activities of traffic and use works as follows: an increase in the number 
of users will increase the incentive to a potential dealer to adhere to the traffic. In the same vein, 
an increase in the number of dealers makes easier to obtain the drug, which facilitates the access 
to the drug and can increase the number of users 

The model shows that an equilibrium with no dealers and users is not possible unless both 
initial populations are equal to zero and the actions against traffic and use are more effective than 
the mutually reinforcing interaction between them. However if it is not the case, the model 
predicts a nonzero steady-state stable equilibrium if the public policies against these activities are 
less effective than the mutually reinforcing interaction between them. This result shows that a 
policy, which relies only upon drug combat ignoring curative measures, may be flawed. The 
possibility of an equilibrium steady state with the total population being users or dealers is 
excluded. In all cases, the total number of dealers and users is shown to be affected by public 
policies, such as curative actions and traffic repression.   

 
2. THE MODEL 

Let us assume that there are two main distinct populations. The first is composed of 
dealers and non-dealers subject to their influence – let us say potential dealers – and is assumed 
to be equal to 0>g . The total number of dealers is b(t). The second population, assumed to be 
equal to 0>f , is composed of users and non-users subject to their influence − potential users. 
The number of users is n(t). Hence, the total number of potential dealers and users are 
respectively )t(bg −  and )t(nf − , where gtb ≤≤ )(0  and ftn ≤≤ )(0 . Let us assume for the 
sake of convenience that users do not become dealers and dealers do not become users3

1. The number of dealers is reduced at a rate 

. The 
dynamics of drug dealing and use are assumed to be governed by the following rules: 

01 >h  proportional to their total number.  
Users are cured at a rate 02 >h , also proportional to their total number4

2. New dealers are added to the dealer population at a rate
.  

01 >k , proportional to the total 
number of potential dealers and current users. Likewise, new users are added to the user 
population at a rate 02 >k  proportional to the total number of potential users and actual 
drug dealers5

3 It is reasonable to assume that users never become dealers, because no criminal organisation should accept a 

addicted as a membership. Likewise, we can also suppose that drug dealer never became drug users, because 

criminal organisation should not trust in a membership that could use their product. 
4 Weedon (2002, p.14) argues that drug treatment has proved effective in reducing crime. Law enforcement helps 

divert users into treatment and gives treatment providers needed leverage over the clients they serve. Treatment 

programs reduce the market for illegal drugs, narrowing the problem for law enforcement. A clearer example of a 

symbiotic relationship is hard to find in public policy. 

 
5 We are assuming that there is no barrier or cost to a potential dealer become an actual dealer. Of course, he/she 
faces the risk of being arrested. This same reasoning applies to potential users.   

. 
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3. The total number of people under the influence of drug dealers plus the drug dealers 
themselves and people under the influence of users plus users themselves remain at 
constant levels g and f , respectively. 
It follows from rules 1-3 that, 

n)bg(kbhb −+−= 11
                                               (1) 

bnfknhn )(22 −+−=                                               (2) 
Considering that h1 reveals the effectiveness of repression on drug dealing, expression (1) 

shows that the number of dealers is affected by two opposite trends: the first, captured by the 
term –h1b, indicates that its number decreases according to the repression to the traffic activity. 
The second term n)bg(k −1  expresses the idea that the number of dealers increases all the time 
that a potential dealer has contact with an user.  

In the same vein, considering that h2 reveals the effectiveness of curative actions, 
expression (2) means that the population of users decreases due to the effectiveness of curative 
actions, expressed by the term –h2n, and increases when a potential user has contact with a 
dealer.  

The model used here aims to capture one of the striking characteristics of the activities of 
traffic and use of drugs when considered together: their mutually reinforcing connection. The 
larger is the number of users the easier is to sell the drug and therefore the higher is the 
opportunity cost to a potential dealer not to adhere to the traffic. Accordingly, the larger is the 
number of dealers the easier is to obtain the drug and the higher is the opportunity cost of not to 
become an user.  

Propositions 1, 2 and 3 below show that the system of differential equations (1)−(2) is 
consistent in the sense that b(t) and n(t) never become negative, and never exceed g and f, 
respectively.  
Proposition 1: 

If both b(t0) ≥ 0 and n(t0) ≥ 0 then b(t) ≥ 0 and n(t) ≥ 0 for all t > t0. 
 In fact we can show that if b(t0) > 0 and n(t0) > 0 then b(t) > 0 and n(t) > 0 for all t > t0. 
This is the content of the next proposition. 
Proposition 2: 

If b(t0) > 0 and n(t0) > 0 then b(t) > 0 and n(t) > 0 for all t > t0. 
Note that proposition 1 and 2 excludes the possibility of a zero or negative populations of 

users and dealers if one of their initial populations is different from zero6

g)to(b <

. Symmetrically, 
proposition 3 excludes the possibility that the whole population become dealer or user, unless 
this is the initial situation. 
Proposition 3: 

If  and fton <)(  then gtb <)(  and ftn <)(  for all t > t0. 
 Have showing the consistency of the system of equations (1)−(2), we can focus on what 
predictions it makes concerning the future course of  traffic and use drug. The following 
proposition provides part of the answer.              

 
 

6 In fact, let us verify later that proposition 1 show more than this, helping to exclude one of the possible, but non-

realistic, steady state solutions of the model. 
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Proposition 4: 
(i) The system formed by equations (1) and (2) has two equilibrium solutions, namely, (0,0) 

and 
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(ii) The solution (0,0) is asymptotically stable if 2121 hhfgkk < . 

(iii) The solution 
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2121  is asymptotically stable if 2121 hhfgkk > . 

Proposition 4 shows that there are two possible steady state equilibrium. One of them 
corresponds to the case where the populations of users and dealers are equal to zero. Note from 
proposition 1, however, that if the initial population of users or dealers are different from zero 
they will never become zero. Hence we conclude that if 2121 hhfgkk <  the solution will approach 
(0,0) but will never reach this equilibrium steady state.  

The other possible steady state solution, given by proposition 3, is a nonzero steady state. If  
2121 hhfgkk >  then every solution [b(t),n(t)] of the system (1)−(2), with g)t(b << 00  and 
f)t(n << 00 , will approach the non-zero solution as t approaches infinity. In other words, drug 

use and dealing will ultimately level off.  
This level depends on the parameters of the model: the product h1h2 can be interpreted as 

the result of the actions aimed at reducing the use of drugs. It can be controlled by policy actions 
aimed at reducing the traffic and the use of drugs. Note that the number of dealers in steady state 
is affected not only by the repression parameter h1. It also depends on the curative parameter h2. 
This implies that if policies against drug proliferation concentrate heavily on the traffic, that is a 
high h1, with no attention to curative measures, that is a low h2, and then the product h1h2 tends to 
be affected by the low value of h2

7

fgkk 21

. This fact suggests that a reliable policy against drug 
proliferation should contemplate both the sides of supply and demand simultaneously.  

On the other hand, the product can be interpreted as the mutually reinforcing 
connection that increases drug use and traffic. Note that the possibility that this connection leads 
to a steady state where all the potential dealers and users become actual dealers and users is 
excluded by proposition 2. 

 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we analyse the proliferation of drug use and traffic by using a dynamic model, 
where the main agents are dealers and users. The model shows that an equilibrium with no 
dealers and users is not possible unless both initial populations are equal to zero. However if the 
public policies against these activities are more effective than the mutually reinforcing 
interaction between them, the number of dealers and users can be kept at low levels.  

The model predicts a nonzero steady-state stable equilibrium if the public policies against 
drug activities are less effective than the mutually reinforcing interaction between use and 
dealing. The possibility of an equilibrium steady state with the total population being users or 
dealers is excluded. In all case, the total number of dealers and users is shown to be affected by 

7 For a more complete analysis of this point, it would be necessary to compare the costs of acting against drug use 
and dealing. Furthermore, we acknowledge that economic factors – such as the price of alternative crops or the rate 
of returns in the legal sector – influence the rates at which dealer and users populations grow or decay. Since our 
model does not contemplate prices, we postpone a discussion on these issues.   
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public policies, such as community activities and traffic repression. Some factors such as 
curative policies and traffic repression do contribute towards a reduction in the total number of 
dealers and users. A policy that succeed in reducing the number of users will probably reduce the 
number of dealers and vice versa.  
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APPENDIX 
Proof of proposition 1: 
Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that there exists t > to such that one of the following 
situation holds: (i) 0<)t(b , and n(t) ≥ 0;  or (ii) 0<)t(n , and b(t) ≥ 0;  or (iii) 0<)t(b , and 

0<)t(n . Let us say that t* is the first time that one of the above cases happens. Taking the 
Taylor expansion of b(t) around t*, it yields: 1*)(*)()*( Rtbhtbhtb ++=+   where 0lim 10

=
→

R
h

. 

Evaluating expression (1) in t*, and substituting *)(tb  in the above expression, yields: 
{ } 111 *)(*)]([*)(*)()*( Rtntbgktbhhtbhtb +−+−+=+ . Let us consider that case (i) holds, and h 

< 0. The term inside the brackets is positive since 0<*)t(b  and n(t*) ≥ 0. The sign of R1 does 
not matter, since 0lim 10

=
→

R
h

. Hence, we can conclude that 0<+ )h*t(b . However, this 

contradicts the fact that t* is the first time that 0)( ≤tb  since t* + h < t*. Case (ii) is analogous to 
(i). Now, let us assume that case (iii) holds: 0<)t(b  and 0<)t(n . We can rewrite the above 
expression as: 1111 *)(*)](1*)[()*( Rtnghktnhkhhtbhtb ++−+=+ . If we consider h → 0-, 

.*)t(b)h*t(b 0<→+  There exists some h < 0 close enough to 0, which makes 0<+ )h*t(b . 
But this contradicts the fact that t* is the first time that 0<)t(b , since t* + h < t*.  � 
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Proof of Proposition 2 
From Proposition 1 we know that 0≥)t(b and 0≥)t(n for all t. Assume for the sake of 
contradiction that there exists 0≠*t  such that 0=*)t(b  and 0=*)t(n . Let us consider the 
Taylor expansion of b(t) around t*. 

1R*)t(bh*)t(b)h*t(b ++=+                                      (3) 

where 
!

h)z(bR
21


=   and 0h  *)t,h*t(z <+∈ for . We know from expression (1) that: 

*)t(n*)]t(bg[k*)t(bh*)t(b −+−= 11
 . Since b(t*) = n(t*) = 0, 0=*)t(b . Substituting this result 

in (3) and considering that b(t*) = 0 we have that: 
!

h)z(b  R  h)*b(t 1 2


==+ .  

That is, in order to establish the sign of  b(t*+h) we have to determine the sign of  )z(b . Let us 
consider that h < 0. In this case we know that b(z) > 0 since  *)t,h*t(z +∈ and t* is the first 
time that b(t) = 0. Hence we conclude that 0<)z(b . But as 0=*)t(b  we can conclude that 

0>)z(b . Hence b(t*+h) < 0, which contradicts the fact that t* is the first time that b(t*) = 0. 
We conclude that b(t) > 0 and n(t) > 0 for all t. � 
Proof of Proposition 3: 
Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that gtob <)(  and fton <)(  but (i) gtb ≥)( or (ii) 

ftn ≥)( or (iii) both for some t > to. Let t* be the first time that one of these cases holds. 
Considering the Taylor expansion of b(t) around t*, we obtain:  

{ } 111 *)(*)]([*)(*)()*( Rtntbgktbhhtbhtb +−+−+=+ . Note that the term inside the bracket is 
positive since we are assuming that gtob <)(  , and by Proposition 1, we know that n(t*)>0. The 
sign of R1 does not matter, since 0lim 10

=
→

R
h

. If we consider h<0, we obtain that 

ghtbgtbhtb ≥+⇒≥>+ )*(*)()*( , which contradicts the fact that t* is the first time that 
gtb ≥)( . Cases (ii) and (iii) are analogous. � 

Proof of Proposition 4: 
(i) The steady state solutions of the system formed by equations (1) and (2) are obtained when 

0=b  and 0=n 8

0)(11 =−+− nbgkbh
. We obtain a homogeneous system formed by expressions (1)’ and (2)’ below: 

                                                (1)’ 
0)(22 =−+− bnfknh                                                (2)’ 

The trivial solution is obviously one of the solutions. By solving (1)’ for n as a function of b we 

obtain:    
)(1

1

bgk
bhn
−

=                                                                       (4) 

Substituting (4) in (2)’ we obtain that: 

 
fkkkh
hhfgkkb

2121

2121

+
−

=                                                       (5) 

Substituting (5) in (4) yields: 

8 Note that Propositions 1 and 2 exclude the possibilities of steady states such as 0>= nb  or  0<= nb  . 
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gkkkh
hhfgkkn

2112

2121

+
−

=                                                    (4)’  

Hence, the steady state solutions of the system of equations (1)’ and (2)’ are (0,0) and  
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In order to prove (ii) and (iii), let us consider the Jacobian matrix associated to the system 
formed by equations (1) and (2). 









−−−
−−−

=
bkhnkfk
bkgknkh

J
2222

1111                                    (6) 

which yields: 
))(())((det 22112211 nkfkbkgkbkhnkhJ −−−++=           (7) 

)( 2211 bkhnkhtrJ +++−=                                                  (8) 
(ii) Evaluating det J and tr J at (0,0) yields: fkgkhhJ 2121)0,0(det −=  ⇒ 

fkgkhhJ 2121 if 0)0,0(det >> , 0)()0,0( 21 <+−= hhtrJ  

(iii) Evaluating det J and tr J at 







+
−

+
−

gkkkh
hhfgkk

fkkkh
hhfgkk

2112

2121

2121

2121 , yields: 

))((
)(det

21212112

2
2

2
11

2
2122

2
1

222
2

2
12

2
2

2
1

2
21121

fkkkhgkkkh
hhfkhhhkhgfgkkhfgkkfgkkhkkJ

++
−++++

=  

if 0det2
2

2
1

222
2

2
12121 >⇒>⇒> Jhhfgkkhhfgkk   �   
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